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The 2017 Camrose Trophy 
is presented by 

the English Bridge Union 
 

Welcome to Brandon Hall 

Bridge Great Britain and the English Bridge Union extend to all a warm welcome 
to the 2017 Camrose Trophy.  

The venue is the Brandon Hall Hotel, which is situated near Coventry, and as 
well as having superb playing facilities, the hotel has a fine range of leisure 
facilities. BBO Vugraph coverage will be broadcast in a separate room for 
spectators to watch the action live and we would welcome expert and 
instructive commentary there from sitting-out players NPCs and other experts. 

 

Refreshments 

For all the players and officials, meal timings are as follows:- 

Friday – Dinner at 17.45pm 

Saturday – Sandwich lunch at 2.35 pm, dinner at 20.30pm 

Sunday – Sandwich lunch at 2.35 pm, dinner at 20.30pm. 
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Timings 

 

Friday: 17.30 Captain’s meeting 
 17.45 Buffet meal 
 19.00 – 21.10 D v F C v E B v A 
 21.25 – 23.35 D v F C v E B v A 

 
Saturday: 10.00 – 12.10 A v C B v D F v E 

 12.25 – 14.35 A v C B v D F v E 
 14.35  Lunch  
 15.20 – 17.30 E v A F v B C v D 
 17.45 – 19.55 E v A F v B C v D 
 20.30  Dinner  

Sunday: 10.00 – 12.10 B v C A v F E v D 
 12.25 – 14.35 B v C A v F E v D 
 14.35  Lunch  
 15.20 – 17.30 F v C E v B D v A 
 17.45 – 19.55 F v C E v B D v A 
 20.30 Dinner 
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The Teams 
 

England 

 

 

Alexander ALLFREY 

Andrew ROBSON 

Tony FORRESTER 

David BAKHSHI 

Mike BELL 

David GOLD 

NPC:  Martin JONES 

 

 

 

 

Ireland 

 

 

Tom HANLON 

Hugh McGANN 

John CARROLL 

Tommy GARVEY 

Rory BOLAND 

Mark MORAN 

NPC:  Grainne BARTON 
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Northern Ireland 

 
Ciara BURNS 

John MURCHAN 

Hastings CAMPBELL 

Greer MACKENZIE 

Rex ANDERSON 

David GREENWOOD 

NPC: John FERGUSON  

 

 

 

 

Scotland 

 

 

Alex ADAMSON 

Mike MCGINLEY 

Paul BARTON 

Jun NAKAMARU-PINDER 

Sandy DUNCAN 

Jim HAY 

NPC:  Mike ASH 
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Scottish Bridge 

Union 

 

Sam PUNCH 

Stephen PETERKIN 

Iain SIME 

John MATHESON 

Frazer MORGAN 

Phil STEPHENS 

NPC:  Anne SYMONS 

 

 

 

 

Wales 

 
Tim REES 

Gary JONES 

Adrian THOMAS 

Paul DENNING 

Paul LAMFORD 

Richard PLACKETT 

NPC:  Alan STEPHENSON  

 

 
 

Profiles of the players are on pages 9 - 18. 
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Officials 

 Match Manager Sandra Claridge 

 Tournament Directors  Gordon Rainsford  
David Stevenson 

 

EBU Vugraph Team 

Bridgebase Online operators: Adrian Knight, Roger Flood, Simon Stokes, Jane 
Jensen, Laura Covill, Matthew Covill and others whose services are much 
appreciated! 

Acknowledgements 

The English Bridge Union is very grateful to everyone who has assisted in the 
staging of the event. 

The Camrose Trophy 

Format 

The Camrose Trophy comprises six teams, the sixth team being fielded, by 
rotation, by the country hosting the final weekend.  In 2017 Scotland fields two 
teams, one as “Scotland” the other as “Scottish Bridge Union”. 
Five head-to-head matches of 32 boards, in 16-board stanzas, will be played on 
each of two weekends.  The scores from the first weekend are carried forward 
to the final weekend.  The two teams from Scotland play against each other in 
the first match of each weekend. 
Teams consist of a maximum of 6 players. 

The draw for 2017 is as follows:  
  

Team A: England  
Team B: Northern Ireland  
Team C: Scottish Bridge Union  
Team D: Ireland  
Team E: Scotland 
Team F: Wales  

The team printed first in the schedule sits North-South in the Open Room and 
East-West in the Closed Room throughout the match. 
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Seating rights alternate between the two teams. In the first stanza the Captain 
of the second-named team nominates his pairs first; in the second stanza the 
first-named Captain nominates first.  

Line-ups must be submitted at least five minutes before a stanza is due to begin.  
 

Systems and Conventions 

The Camrose Series is considered to be a Category 1 event as defined within the 
WBF Systems Policy. Systems permitted in the Camrose Trophy are laid out in 
the Bridge Great Britain regulations.   

 

Public presentation 

In any one session, three matches are in progress, and we intend that as many 
as possible of them be covered live on the internet on Bridge Base Online (BBO).  
The BBO coverage of the closed room of one of these matches will be shown in 
the Vugraph room, where sitting-out players and NPCs are invited to offer 
commentary to spectators.  Results from the Open Room of the same match and 
from both rooms of the other matches will also be available in the Vugraph 
room. 

The Match Manager will announce which matches will be shown on Vugraph.   

The other option for spectators is to watch live in the Open Room, where one 
table from each match is in play.  Spectators are subject to the regulations set 
out below.  Entry to the Closed Room is prohibited. 

 

Regulations for Open Room Spectators 

Spectators may watch the players live in the Open Room provided they observe 
the following rules: 

1. During play in the Open Room they must refrain from mannerisms or 
remarks, and must not converse with a player or display any reaction to 
bidding or play.  

2. Spectators are permitted to observe the cards of one player only.  

3. They should be seated behind that player and may not get up to walk 
round the table, or seek to look at the cards of any other player.  
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4. Spectators may not draw attention to any irregularity or mistake, nor 
speak on any question except by request of the Director.  

5. Non-playing members of a team are not allowed to watch their team-
mates playing at the tables.  

6. A player is responsible for the actions of any spectator who is associated 
with him (as distinct to a spectator casually attracted to the table by his 
presence there).  

7. The Director in Charge and/or the Match Manager is empowered to 
control the presence of spectators, individually or collectively. 

 

Smoking and Alcohol 

Please note that smoking is not permitted anywhere in the hotel.  In addition 
the consumption of alcohol is not permitted in the playing areas. This also 
applies to tournament staff.  During a session no player may leave the playing 
area in order to smoke.  

 

Mobile Phones 

Please note that mobile phones, pagers or other electronic equipment brought 
into the playing areas by players or NPCs must be switched off, placed visibly on 
a table and left in the room if the player leaves it during play for any reason.  
Spectators in the Vugraph theatre must ensure that mobile phones are switched 
off. Any player or team official breaching this regulation will result in his team 
being fined an automatic penalty of 2VP.  
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Team profiles 

ENGLAND 

 

Alexander Allfrey and Andrew Robson 

Alexander Allfrey has been Andrew Robson's regular partner for over 10 years 
and has played in the Camrose six times before - on the winning EBU team in 
2009 and on the winning England team on four occasions.  In 2014 he was on 
the winning team for the Gold Cup, his 6th Gold Cup win.  He has also played for 
England in the World Mind Sports Games in Lille 2012 and again in the World 
Team Championships in Bali 2013, reaching the quarter-finals.  Alexander is a 
psychotherapist and lives in Dorset with his wife and five children. 

Andrew Robson has played with Alexander Allfrey for over a decade.  Breaking 
through as a Junior, winning the World Teams Championships in 1989, Andrew 
has achieved a long list of successes both domestic and abroad.  His playing 
achievements are only a part of the story – he runs the famous Andrew Robson 
Bridge Club in London with 3000 members, writes daily for The Times, weekly 
for Country Life and Money Week and monthly for the Oldie.  He also travels the 
country running bridge days, often for charity and in 2013 was awarded the OBE 
for services to Bridge and Charity.  When not bridging, you’ll find Andrew 
roaming the countryside either with his bike or the family bichon frise. 
 

Tony Forrester and David Bakhshi 

Tony Forrester won the European Youth Team Championship in 1978 and the 
European Team Championship in 1991.  The latter win was in partnership with 
Andrew Robson, with whom he played for seven years.  The pair also won the 
Cap Gemini and the Sunday Times-Macallan.  Playing for Rita Shugart’s team, in 
1998 he was the first Briton, with team-mate Robson, to win a prestigious US 
Major, the Reisinger, and the same squad won the event a second time the 
following year.  This event will earn Tony his 46th Camrose cap for England, and 
extend his record for the most appearances.  Tony has won the Gold Cup, the 
premier British teams competition, a record 13 times, the Spring Foursomes on 
five occasions and the Crockfords Cup nine times.  Tony was a recipient of the 
inaugural Diamond Award from the EBU, for his achievements in bridge, in 2015.  

David is one of the leading bridge professionals in the UK, with numerous 
successes in domestic and international tournaments.  Over the last 20 years, he 
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has represented England and Britain at both Junior and Open levels of 
competition.  His recent achievements include a 3rd place finish at the 
Europeans Teams Championships (2014), and 4th place at the Bermuda Bowl 
(2015).  David has also rekindled his interest in junior bridge. In 2016 he 
attended the World Youth Championships to support his daughter Jasmine, as 
she represented the England U16s.  

Mike Bell and David Gold 

Mike Bell first met David Gold at school, through the chess club. Mike wouldn't 
discover bridge for a few years, and David hadn't been playing long himself, but 
just nineteen years later they formed a partnership. Since then, they have won 
the Spring Fours and the English Premier League with the Allfrey team. Mike's 
prior successes include Sweden's Chairman's Cup and the pairs at the prestigious 
Yeh Bros in Shanghai. 
 

When not playing bridge, Mike may be found watching it instead – he was coach 
for the U16s in the World Championships in Italy this summer, where he was 
able deputy to the captain, Sarah O'Connor (his fiancée). 
 

His love of bidding theory has endured - in David and Sarah, he seems to have 
found two regular partners who are not just willing to play his home-grown 
system, but seem to enjoy doing so! 
 

David started his career in the sports world as a top junior chess player going on 
to learn bridge at school aged about 16.  He played in World and European 
junior events in the early 2000s and made his Camrose debut with Tom 
Townsend in 2002.  He has since played in the Camrose Trophy on twelve 
further occasions with different partners – he will be playing in the competition 
with Mike Bell for the second time in 2017. 

David has been a mainstay of the England international team for over a decade, 
making thirteen combined appearances in the European Championships, 
Bermuda Bowl and World Bridge Games (World Olympiad).  He won a silver 
medal in the 2008 World Olympiad, a bronze medal in the 2014 European 
Championships, and was part of the team which finished fourth in the 2015 
Bermuda Bowl after two extremely narrow defeats in the semi-final and bronze 
medal play-off.  David has numerous domestic titles on his bridge CV, including 
victory in the Gold Cup three times, the Premier League five times, and the 2016 
Spring Foursomes. He was the winner of the EBU’s inaugural Player of the Year 
Championship for the 2014/15 season. 
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Martin Jones (NPC) 

Martin lives in Coventry where he works as a designer for a hydraulic equipment 
manufacturer.  Previous NPC experience has been for the English Women’s team 
– including a bronze medal winning performance in the 2006 European 
Championships – but this is his first foray into the Open arena. He is no stranger 
to the Camrose Trophy, however, having played in the competition on ten 
previous occasions. He was also a member of the last Great Britain team to play 
in the European Championships (in Malta in 1999). 

With his daughter, Megan, having recently been picked for England’s Under 16s 
and Under 26 Women (he’s so proud) his family now has 3 generations to have 
represented England.  

  IRELAND 

Tom Hanlon and Hugh McGann 

Born in 1967 and originally from Rochfortbridge, Co. Westmeath, Tom (aka 
“Kinder”), now living in Dublin, has been playing bridge since 1981.  He will 
explain how he got the sobriquet “Kinder”!!  In 2004 he became Ireland’s 
youngest Grand Master.   Kinder moved straight from the Irish Junior Team to 
the Irish Open Team in 1994, following which he regularly represented Ireland in 
International events.  Having more than 40 National titles under his belt he has 
won the Camrose (5 times), and the Lederer (twice).  

When not playing bridge Tom is fond of the odd game of poker! 

From Fermoy in Co. Cork, Hugh now lives in North Yorkshire and works in Leeds 
as a doctor specialising in infectious diseases.  He formed a partnership with 
Tom Hanlon in 1991 and won a silver medal in the E.U. Junior Pairs in 1993.  He 
has shared Tom’s recent successes with the Irish Open Team.  Hugh reached 
Grand Master rank in 2008. 

With Tom, Hugh was part of the European Team that took part in the first two 
stagings of the Warren Buffett Cup.  Europe beat USA in September 2008 in 
Louisville, Kentucky having lost in Dublin in 2006. He lives with his partner Fiona 
Brown and together they finished fourth in the World mixed pairs in Verona in 
2006. 
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John Carroll and Tommy Garvey 

John is a Research & Development Manager with a software house based in 
Dublin.  With regular partner, Tommy Garvey, he has won a number of caps for 
Ireland on the European stage, and was on the Irish team that finished in Silver 
Medal Position in Warsaw in 2006 and in 4th position in the World Teams 
Championships in Lille in August 2012.  Tom and Hugh were also on that 
successful team.  If this wasn’t enough to be busy with, he and his wife Ann 
Marie, also an international player, have two boys under the age of eleven! 

Tommy was introduced to Bridge more than 30 years ago, by his father, Donal. 
Tommy works in London as an actuary, returning home to raid for trophies every 
so often.  He and John made their open team international debut in Italy at the 
European Championships in Montecatini in 1997 and in doing so, achieved a 
distinction shared by only one other family in Irish bridge – the O’Connells from 
Cork, who until Tommy and Donal appeared, were the only father and son to 
play on the Irish team together. 

Tommy is married to Kit and they are also the proud parents of two small boys. 

 

Rory Boland and Mark Moran 

Rory Boland is yet another extremely youthful looking Irish player, begging the 
question – “How do they not get stressed??” – Answer – “stay single!”  Rory 
over the years has played with two greats of Irish bridge -Niall Toibin & Pat 
Walshe – both of whom passed away long before their time and Rory insists he 
taught them all he knew. 

Rory, playing then with Niall Toibin, with Tom & Hugh, was part of the CBAI 
team that won the Camrose the year after the CBAI return to the event in 1999 
– 2000 and Mark was NPC that year. 

Mark also was part of a Camrose winning CBAI team with Tom & Hugh, when 
they won in 2005. At that time, he was playing with Peter Pigot.  Mark has 
recently “semi” retired and has decided that he too will listen to the “pearls” 
from Rory – so far very successfully. 

 

Grainne Barton (NPC) 

Grainne, herself an international medal-winner and former Lady Milne player, 
has taken to the job as NPC of this team like a duck to water! Her first major 
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success with the team was in Monaco in October 2013 when they were narrowly 
beaten in the final of the Cavendish Teams, leaving the greats of world bridge 
playing in the “Plate”!!  Since then, she has captained the team in many events 
across Europe. 
 

  NORTHERN IRELAND 

Ciara Burns & John Murchan 

John has retired from being an accountant in Mid-Ulster.  This is his 17th 
Camrose cap, and 10th in partnership with Ciara.  He stresses that he is by far the 
2nd youngest member of the team that he labels “geriatric”.  He is well known 
for his placid temperament and kindness to partner whether things are going 
badly or well!!  John thinks there is nothing better than a good nightcap (toot) 
while watching the sun go down when on holidays in Spain. 

Ciara is a solicitor with a law firm, though stresses she is not an ambulance 
chaser.  She has played on the Northern Ireland Camrose team in partnership 
with John on several occasions.  Ciara has also played on the Northern Ireland 
Lady Milne team on numerous occasions, and has represented Ireland on the 
Women’s team on 3 occasions (not with John!).   

Hasting Campbell & Greer Mackenzie 

Hastings is a retired university lecturer who runs property companies in Belfast.  
He has represented Northern Ireland more than 60 times with a number of 
different partners. Hastings takes his bridge very seriously as long as it doesn't 
interfere with his true passion, cricket.  

Greer Mackenzie has recently retired from his insurance software business.  
Greer has won more than 60 Camrose caps and with more partners than he can 
remember, including 30+ with Hastings since 1990.  Greer's main responsibilities 
at the weekend will involve all the partnerships administrative and hassle duties, 
such as system sheets, scoring and etc.  This leaves Hastings free to concentrate 
on the important things in life – fine wine, cigars and other social issues. 

Rex Anderson & David Greenwood 

Rex and David formed their partnership 21 years ago and, after a 5-year 
‘separation’, have continuously played, subject to ill health, in the Northern 
Ireland team since 2001.  Rex’s Camrose career commenced in the 60’s playing 
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with his father whilst David first played in 1980 but for England!  They have also 
represented Ireland on three occasions and were reserves for the Bermuda 
Bowl.  Rex recently retired as a solicitor in Coleraine and is embarking on writing 
a history of the NIBU. 

David married to Irish International Diane (with whom he has played in 5 
Camrose matches), lives just outside Belfast and is also retired.   

John Ferguson (NPC) 

John has represented Northern Ireland on 15 occasions in the Camrose series. 
He would much prefer to be playing golf or watching rugby. John is married to 
Hilary who has also played Lady Milne; Hilary will be keeping a close eye on all 
administration duties. 

 

  SCOTLAND 

Alex Adamson and Mike McGinley 

Alex has been playing bridge for 35 years, and played for Scotland and Britain as 
a junior.  This is his first Camrose, though he played for Scotland in the World 
Bridge Games.  He works as a programme manager at Historic Environment 
Scotland, occasionally getting to write history books.  In his spare time he is a 
bridge writer.  Alex has been playing with Mike McGinley for two years.   

Mike learnt bridge at school in Glasgow over 40 years ago, and played Junior 
Camrose in the 1970s.  This is his 2nd Camrose cap, the first being with Steve 
Male in 2012.   He has recently retired, having been an accountant for most of 
his working life, and now plans to do even more reading [so little time, so many 
books].  One whimsical ambition is to witness a 4-card ending, with dummy 
holding the same card in four suits! 

Paul Barton and Jun Nakamaru-Pinder 

Paul has been playing bridge for around 25 years with a couple of breaks.  He 
has played for Scotland in a European Championships and this is his 4th Camrose 
- his first with Jun, having established their partnership early in 2016.  He works 
as an innovation consultant in Edinburgh. 

Jun has been playing bridge for 14 years, but still plays for Scotland as a junior - 
most recently winning the Under 26 European Mixed Pairs. He first represented 
Scotland at Open level at 17, but this is his first appearance in the 1st weekend 
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of the Camrose. Having now graduated with a Masters degree in Maths, he 
works as an actuarial consultant in London. 

Sandy Duncan and Jim Hay 

Sandy first played international bridge as a junior in 1969(!) and since then he 
has collected 26 Camrose ‘caps’ as well as a bronze medal as part of the British 
team in the Common Market Championships.  In 1996 he went to work in the 
USA but he now plays regularly in Scotland, captaining Camrose and other 
international teams over the last 7 years.  This is his first Camrose as a player 
since returning to Scotland. 

Jim was first capped in the early 1990s, playing twice with John Simpson.  He 
returned to bridge in 2010 to play in a European and a World championship, 
both times with juniors who have since played several times for Scotland.  He 
lives in Aberdeen where he indulges his other main interest by selling fishing 
tackle for a local firm.  He now plays with Sandy Duncan as all the juniors feel his 
bidding is too erratic for them!  

Mike Ash (NPC) 

Mike was SBU President 2012-2014 and has captained many Camrose teams.  He 
has played in both Camrose and Teltscher events as well as 3 successive 
Europeans with 3 different partners.  He claims to be retired but spends a lot of 
his time as a non-executive director for the NHS – “someone has to do it!” 

 

   SCOTTISH BRIDGE UNION 

Samantha Punch and Stephen Peterkin 
This is Sam’s third Camrose with Stephen.  She has played in the Scottish 
women’s team since 2008, recently coming 4th in the Olympiad in Poland.  She is 
Dean of Graduate Studies at Stirling University where she is also doing research 
on the Sociology of Bridge, currently exploring the question: ‘Why are men more 
successful at bridge than women?’ If you are willing to answer a few questions 
related to this topic, she would be keen to hear from you: s.v.punch@stir.ac.uk 

This is Stephen's fourth time playing for Scotland in the Camrose, last time 
playing with Derek Sanders.  He formed a partnership with Sam seven years ago 
and they were on the winning team for the Commonwealth’s transnational 
teams in Glasgow.  Some of you may recognise him as a regular BBO operator.  

mailto:s.v.punch@stir.ac.uk
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He is a classically trained pianist but more recently has been teaching English to 
students from across Europe. 

 

Iain Sime and John Matheson 

Iain is a Chartered Tax Adviser with a blue chip law firm in Edinburgh.  However, 
he is due to retire in February, so will be able to devote more time to futile 
pastimes like supporting the Scotland and Hearts football teams, clearing out 
the garage and playing bridge.  Regarding the latter, Iain is evidence of the 
perceived wisdom that if you want to be any good at this game, you have to 
learn to play bridge before you are 30.  

Despite being no good, Iain has been a regular in the Scottish Camrose team 
over the past ten years, which proves how great a player John Matheson must 
be........ or how easy it is to make it into the Scottish Camrose team.  Iain's best 
bridge results were partnering John Murdoch in the Scottish senior team, which 
won a European bronze medal and reached the Quarter Finals of the D'Orsi Bowl 
in Bali.  Iain's wife Linda is now semi-retired and has just started to learn bridge, 
expecting to make the Camrose team in a couple of years.  

John is a retired GP, very happily married to Trish.  His first Camrose cap was in 
1968, and he has partnered many of Scotland's finest bridge players.   He loves 
watching cricket, and following the stock market, when he isn’t busy with 
Bridge.  Always willing to help, he is the “go to” guy for many top players who 
are seeking advice, and has also spent a lot of time coaching some of the less 
experienced partnerships. 

Frazer Morgan and Phil Stephens 
These two are conveniently lumped together as they have so much in common.  
Both came up through the Junior ranks, gaining useful experience at 
International level, then moved seamlessly into the Camrose team a few years 
ago, and have each played a few times, although not always with each other.  
Living and working in England makes playing in Scottish events quite difficult, 
and having really busy lives means they find it almost impossible to respond to 
emails, far less write a pen portrait.  Luckily they have a ghost writer. 

Anne Symons (NPC) 

Anne has been a regular member of the Scottish Ladies team for a number of 
years, playing in Lady Milnes, Europeans and Olympiads. She has also been part 
of the only women’s pair to play in the Camrose for Scotland.  She has quite a lot 
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of captaincy experience with Juniors and Seniors, but this is her first foray in to 
world of the Camrose as NPC. 
 

   WALES 

Tim Rees and Gary Jones 

Two very experienced Camrose campaigners.  Tim has represented Wales in 
over twenty Camrose and a number of European Championships in partnership 
with Filip Kurbalija, including being playing Captain in 2008 in Pau.  For a couple 
of years (2006 and 2008) Tim topped the Gold Point rankings.  Tim has won the 
majority of the major domestic competitions including the Gold Cup twice, 
Crockfords and the Spring Fours.  Tim is the Chairman of the Laws and Ethics 
Committee of the EBU. 

Gary was part of the historic first ever Welsh win in 2010 playing with his son 
Dafydd.  Gary was also a member of the all Welsh team that won the Schapiro 
Spring Fours in the same year, a very good year for Welsh bridge.  Gary 
represented the Wales Open Team in the recent European Championships in 
Budapest playing with the late, great Patrick Jourdain.  Gary and Tim qualified 
for this year’s Camrose campaign by virtue of being runners up in the Welsh 
Premier League and finishing second in the Butler ranking. 

Adrian Thomas and Paul Denning  

Having made it through his “comeback” last year Adrian surprised himself that 
he wasn't the weakest link in the team.  Adrian and Paul had virtually sewn up 
top position in the Butler on the first weekend of this year’s Welsh Premier 
League, finishing top, winning again and ensuring selection for this years 
Camrose. 

Adrian plays very little competitive bridge these days spending his retirement 
working harder than ever running Bridge Holidays; he completed his 100th 
holiday over last year’s Christmas period. Now he has to try to know as much 
about bridge rules, as todays modern bidding methods. He finds a lot of 
satisfaction from the teaching that is involved.  Adrian is happily married and 
living in Dolgellau where he spends his spare time walking, looking for his lost 
balls on the golf course, and cycling in Snowdonia.  

Paul was made redundant in 2015 from his job in IT support for EDF but was 
very soon re-employed as a contractor in virtually the same role.  Last year he 
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re-formed a long standing partnership with Adrian Thomas (playing 13 Camrose 
matches together) winning the Welsh Premier League once again and earning 
selection.  Paul is married to Barbara and still plays tennis competitively in and 
around his home town of Tewkesbury. 

Paul Lamford and Richard Plackett  

Paul qualifies to play for Wales having been born in Haverfordwest.  This will be 
Paul’s first representative match for Wales having changed allegiance from 
England with whom he found success in the Chairman’s Cup of 2014.  Paul has 
represented Wales at chess in four Olympiads and has also played competitive 
backgammon at a high level winning the British Championships a couple of 
times.  Paul compiles sports odds, designs computer games and has written a 
dozen books on games including a couple on bridge. 

Richard is a recently retired investment manager who returned to bridge a 
couple of years ago having been a Gold Cup winner in 1988.  He formed a 
partnership with Paul Lamford for this year’s Welsh Premier League which they 
won with Paul Denning and Adrian Thomas, guaranteeing them selection for this 
year’s Camrose campaign.  Richard played for the Wales Open Team in the 
recent European Championships in Budapest with Simon Richards. 

Alan Stephenson (NPC) 

Alan was the non-playing captain for Wales historic first ever Camrose win which 
happened on home soil in Llandrindrod Wells in 2010.  Alan is married to Krista a 
former Welsh Junior and Lady Milne International, they live near Wrexham.  
Having taken early retirement a couple of years ago as well as playing bridge and 
snooker, Alan spends a fair amount of time on the golf course and has been 
Captain of the Vauxhall Golf Society last year  He tries to get a monthly game 
with Adrian at the half-way venue of Bala or Ruthin when Bala is too wet! 
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International Match Point Scale 

 

Points difference IMPs  Points difference IMPs 

0 - 10 = 0  750 - 890 = 13 

20 - 40 = 1  900 - 1090 = 14 

50 - 80 = 2  1100 - 1290 = 15 

90 - 120 = 3  1300 - 1490 = 16 

130 - 160 = 4  1500 - 1740 = 17 

170 - 210 = 5  1750 - 1990 = 18 

220 - 260 = 6  2000 - 2240 = 19 

270 - 310 = 7  2250 - 2490 = 20 

320 - 360 = 8  2500 - 2990 = 21 

370 - 420 = 9  3000 - 3490 = 22 

430 - 490 = 10  3500 - 3990 = 23 

500 - 590 = 11  4000 and above = 24 

600 - 740 = 12       
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Victory Point Scale 

VP Scale (32 boards): 

IMPs VPs  IMPs VPs  IMPs VPs 

0 10.00 10.00  29 15.10 4.90  58 18.21 1.79 

1 10.22 9.78  30 15.24 4.76  59 18.29 1.71 

2 10.44 9.56  31 15.37 4.63  60 18.37 1.63 

3 10.65 9.35  32 15.50 4.50  61 18.45 1.55 

4 10.86 9.14  33 15.63 4.37  62 18.53 1.47 

5 11.07 8.93  34 15.76 4.24  63 18.61 1.39 

6 11.27 8.73  35 15.88 4.12  64 18.69 1.31 

7 11.47 8.53  36 16.00 4.00  65 18.76 1.24 

8 11.67 8.33  37 16.12 3.88  66 18.83 1.17 

9 11.86 8.14  38 16.24 3.76  67 18.90 1.10 

10 12.05 7.95  39 16.35 3.65  68 18.97 1.03 

11 12.24 7.76  40 16.46 3.54  69 19.04 0.96 

12 12.42 7.58  41 16.57 3.43  70 19.11 0.89 

13 12.60 7.40  42 16.68 3.32  71 19.18 0.82 

14 12.78 7.22  43 16.79 3.21  72 19.25 0.75 

15 12.95 7.05  44 16.90 3.10  73 19.32 0.68 

16 13.12 6.88  45 17.01 2.99  74 19.38 0.62 

17 13.29 6.71  46 17.11 2.89  75 19.44 0.56 

18 13.46 6.54  47 17.21 2.79  76 19.50 0.50 

19 13.62 6.38  48 17.31 2.69  77 19.56 0.44 

20 13.78 6.22  49 17.41 2.59  78 19.62 0.38 

21 13.94 6.06  50 17.51 2.49  79 19.68 0.32 

22 14.09 5.91  51 17.60 2.40  80 19.74 0.26 

23 14.24 5.76  52 17.69 2.31  81 19.80 0.20 

24 14.39 5.61  53 17.78 2.22  82 19.85 0.15 

25 14.54 5.46  54 17.87 2.13  83 19.90 0.10 

26 14.68 5.32  55 17.96 2.04  84 19.95 0.05 

27 14.82 5.18  56 18.05 1.95  85 20.00 0.00 

28 14.96 5.04  57 18.13 1.87     
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First Weekend scores  

 E NI SBU I S W ADJ TOT 

England         

Northern Ireland         

SBU         

Ireland         

Scotland         

Wales         

 

Second Weekend 

 C/F E NI SBU I S W ADJ TOT 

England          

Northern Ireland          

SBU          

Ireland          

Scotland          

Wales          
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